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Wir sind unabhängig und wollen es bleiben. Unterstützen Sie
uns dabei?

US election

Where to virtually party on election night

The Democrats Abroad have moved the party online while
Republicans will party alone.

2.11.2020 - 16:46, Andrew Bulkeley

Artikel anhören

Democratic swag in Germany.
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Berlin - While the hype around the US election has even
German media frothing at the mouth, the usually well-visited
parties to watch results trickle in have been all-but derailed
by the corona pandemic.
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Republicans Overseas in Berlin have reportedly opted not to
organise anything o�cial while their nemesis – Democrats
Abroad in Berlin – will first hold an online happy hour from
7pm to 9pm on Tuesday. The party will then be handed to an
all-night Germany-wide election night online fest.

Democrats Abroad in Berlin has also organised a fair election
demonstration for Wednesday that was supposed to be on
Pariser Platz but, at the Polizei's request, will instead be held
on the Tiergarten side of the Brandenburg Gate –
demonstrations are exempt from the new lockdown
regulations on public gatherings. 

"Of course everybody will need to wear a mask," said
Democrats Abroad's Powen Shiah. 

Poland's abortion crackdown

Ciocia Basia: the Berlin group
helping Poles get abortions abroad

The Democrats Abroad have traditionally thrown the most
accessible events, though tickets could only be sold to US
citizens. There was the Obama election-night bash at Babylon
cinema as well as the 2016 party at the old site of the
International Institute for Cultural Diplomacy in Tiergarten. 

"We had hundreds of people buy tickets for it," Shiah said. "It
ended on a very, very bad note [Trump]."

The Democrats Abroad Germany-wide event will include a
performance of Neuland, a piece about the response to
President Donald Trump's election by American women in
Germany from 9pm to 11pm as well as a discussion from 5am
to 9am Wednesday with Democrats Abroad brass.  

Find out more and sign up here.

Weitere aktuelle Themen

https://www.democratsabroad.org/polexa/2020_election_night_happy_hour_democrats_abroad_berlin?recruiter_id=1464
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No deal

Can Brits get school financing post-Brexit?

Time is running out to secure an EU-UK Brexit deal.

The potential impact on support for British students

in Europe could limit opportunities for generations.

Elizabeth Rushton, 23.12.2020

Ze Newsletter

2020: The year in numbers

There's no sugarcoating it: 2020 has been one messed

up year for Berlin, Germany and the world. Here's a

snaphot in stats - with a few bright spots.

Maurice Frank, 24.12.2020
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Holidays

Where you can shop in Berlin when the shops are

closed

Christmas comes on Christmas Eve in Germany, so

shops will close mid-day on 24 December and all day

on 25 and 26 December.

BLZ, 23.12.2020
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